Application 2019

Thank you for your interest in the Summer Community Health Assistantship. Please answer the
following questions to aid us in selection and placement of students into community settings.
* 1. Contact information
First name:
Last name:
Cell phone #
Preferred email

* 2. Some of our community partners have identified specific needs or projects for which they would
appreciate support. How interested are you in the following defined placement opportunities? (Note: You
will also have opportunity for open-ended responses on the next page.)
Very

Somewhat

Not

Worcester Public School Nursing: Flu Clinic
Worcester Healthy Baby Collaborative: Baby Boxes
Worcester Healthy Baby Collaborative: Breastfeeding Education (bilingual w
Spanish)
Worcester Refugee Assistance Project
Palliative Care
Jana's House (for women in recovery w history of sex trafficking)

Tell me more

Here's a chance to tell me what you are looking for. Do you have a special interest that you're trying
to develop that may lead to a capstone? If you have already established a relationship with a
community partner (in your home town or elsewhere), identified a specific learning objective you'd
like to address, or feel there's a reason you're well-suited for a listed opportunity, tell me here. And
then we'll make an appointment for you to come and talk about it in more depth.
3. Let's start with geography. Where would you like to be placed for the summer - Worcester, Springfield,
your home town? Keep in mind that you will need to secure your own housing.

4. Is there a specific population or set of social determinants that you want to learn more about?

5. Is there a clinical content area or skill in particular that you want to learn more about?

6. Other comments, concerns, ideas or requests that don't fit in the previous categories:

7. Scheduling your hours: The summer assistantship runs during the 9 weeks from June 1 -July 31. Some
placement sites are looking for help during particular weeks. Some students are trying to plan work around
travel arrangements. The more I know about your scheduling needs in advance, the better prepared I'll be
in arranging placements. If you are available for the entire summer and it doesn't matter to you, just write
"Flexible" in the first box and you're done. Note that most summer community health placements are
planned for approx 128 hours (8 weeks at 16 hrs/wk); we are not assuming full-time work in this program.
When you would like to begin:

When you would like to end:

Weeks unavailable:

Other commitments to work around:

Other notes/comments:

Thank you!

Thank you for submitting an application. I will be in touch with all applicants by the end of March.
Feel free to reach out if you want to talk sooner! Dr. Haley: Heather-Lyn.Haley@umassmed.edu

